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Abstract—A video coding architecture is described that is
based on nested and pre-configurable quadtree structures for
flexible and signal-adaptive picture partitioning. The primary
goal of this partitioning concept is to provide a high degree of
adaptability for both temporal and spatial prediction as well as
for the purpose of space-frequency representation of prediction
residuals. At the same time, a leaf merging mechanism is included
in order to prevent excessive partitioning of a picture into
prediction blocks and to reduce the amount of bits for signaling
the prediction signal. For fractional-sample motion-compensated
prediction, a fixed-point implementation of the Maximal-OrderMinimum-Support (MOMS) algorithm is presented that uses a
combination of IIR and FIR filtering. Entropy coding utilizes
the concept of probability interval partitioning entropy (PIPE)
codes that offers new ways for parallelization and enhanced
throughput. The presented video coding scheme was submitted to
a joint Call for Proposals of ITU-T Visual Coding Experts Group
(VCEG) and ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG)
and was ranked among the five best performing proposals, both
in terms of subjective and objective quality.

were selected to specify a first Test Model under Consideration
(TMuC) [8] in the course of the recently initiated standardization project of High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [9],
[10].
The paper is organized as follows. The next section highlights the main features of the proposed video compression scheme. Section III explains the fundamental structural
elements for picture partitioning. The methods of motioncompensated prediction are described in Section IV. Section V
deals with spatial intra prediction and Section VI explains
the concept of variable block-size spatial transforms and
quantization. Internal bit-depth expansion and in-loop filtering
are described in Section VII and VIII, respectively. The new
entropy coding concept is presented in Section IX. Section X
describes the encoder control and Section XI presents the
experimental results.
II. OVERVIEW OF THE V IDEO C ODING S CHEME

Index Terms—High efficiency video coding, HEVC.

I. I NTRODUCTION

T

HIS paper describes a video compression scheme that
intends to address both the aspects of coding efficiency
and implementation cost in a well-balanced relationship. Its
design can be considered as a generalization of concepts
that already form the basis of the existing state-of-the-art
H.264/AVC standard [1], [2], [3], [4]. While the individual
building blocks of the proposed algorithm are kept as simple
as possible, the flexibility of block partitioning for prediction
and transform coding is substantially increased relative to prior
standardized designs.
The proposed scheme was submitted as a proposal [5]
in response to the joint Call for Proposals (CfP) on video
compression technology [6]. It was ranked among the five
best performing proposals [7], from which design elements
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The presented video coding scheme is based on the conventional hybrid approach of using spatial and temporal prediction, followed by transform coding of the residual and entropy
coding of quantized transform coefficients and other coding
parameters. The main innovative and distinctive features are
given as follows:
•

•

•

•

Wide-range variable block-size prediction: The size
of prediction blocks can be adaptively chosen by using
a quadtree-based partitioning. Maximum (Nmax ) and
minimum (Nmin ) admissible block edge length can be
specified as a side information. The results in Section XI
are obtained with Nmax = 64 and Nmin = 4.
Nested wide-range variable block-size residual coding:
The block size used for DCT-based residual coding is
adapted to the characteristics of the residual signal by
using a nested quadtree-based partitioning of the corresponding prediction block.
Merging of prediction blocks: In order to reduce the
side information required for signaling the prediction
parameters, neighboring blocks can be merged into one
region that is assigned only a single set of prediction
parameters.
Fractional-sample MOMS interpolation: Interpolation
of fractional-sample positions for motion-compensated
prediction is based on a fixed-point implementation
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Fig. 1. Example of a nested quadtree structure (right part) for dividing a given coding tree block (left part; in black) into prediction blocks (solid gray lines)
and transform blocks (dashed gray lines) of variable size. The order of parsing the prediction blocks follows their labeling in alphabetical order.

•

•

of the Maximal-Order-Minimum-Support (MOMS) algorithm using an IIR/FIR filter.
Adaptive in-loop filter: In addition to the deblocking
filter, a separable 2D Wiener filter is applied within the
coding loop. The filter is adaptively applied to selected
regions indicated by the use of quadtree-based partitioning.
PIPE coding: The novel probability interval partitioning
entropy (PIPE) coding scheme provides the coding efficiency and probability modeling capability of arithmetic
coding at the complexity level of Huffman coding.
III. P ICTURE PARTITIONING FOR P REDICTION AND
R ESIDUAL C ODING

The concept of a macroblock as the basic processing unit
in standardized video coding is generalized to what we call
a coding tree block (CTB). A CTB covers a square block of
Nmax × Nmax luma samples and two corresponding blocks of
chroma samples. To each CTB an associated quadtree structure
is attached that indicates how the blocks are further subdivided
for the purpose of prediction and residual coding. Dividing
each picture into CTBs and further recursively subdividing
each CTB into square blocks of variable size allows to partition
a given picture of a video signal in such a way that both
the block sizes and the block coding parameters such as
prediction or residual coding modes will be adapted to the
specific characteristics of the signal at hand. Note that all three
typically used signal components (luma and two chroma) share
the same structure for picture partitioning.
Figure 1 (left) shows an example of a coding tree block (in
black; luma samples only) and how it is subdivided into prediction blocks (solid lines) and transform blocks (dashed lines).
On the right-hand side of the same figure, the corresponding
nested quadtree structure for CTB partitioning is shown. In this
example, the quadtree specifying the prediction blocks (solid
lines) has four levels, with the root at level 0 corresponding
to the full CTB size (maximum prediction block size), and
with level 3 corresponding to a block size, i.e., edge length
of one eighth of the CTB edge length. Generally, subblocks
at level i always have a block edge length of 2−i · Nmax
with Nmax given as a power of two and denoting the edge
length of the square block of luma samples associated with

the CTB. Both the CTB edge length Nmax and the maximum
number of levels, or equivalently the maximum depth D of
the so-called prediction quadtree, as shown by solid gray
lines in the example of Figure 1 (right), are specified as side
information in the bitstream. Note that with the choice of D,
the minimum possible prediction block size in terms of edge
length is constrained to Nmin = 2−D · Nmax . Consequently,
the maximum and minimum possible prediction block size
can be freely chosen on a sequence level, depending on the
application, the video material, the resolution, etc.
The samples of each prediction block, covering both luma
and chroma components, are either intra-picture predicted,
i.e., predicted by using decoded and reconstructed samples of
neighboring blocks of the same picture, or they are predicted
by using decoded and reconstructed samples from previously
decoded pictures. The latter case is commonly referred to
as inter-picture prediction or motion-compensated prediction
(MCP). In both the intra-picture and inter-picture prediction
case, the corresponding residual of block samples, which is
obtained as the difference between the original input samples
and the predicted samples, is further processed by DCT-based
coding with a variable block size. For that, each leaf node
of the prediction quadtree, which corresponds to a prediction
block and its related residual signal, can be further split
recursively into transform blocks of smaller size than the corresponding prediction block size. This recursive partitioning of
a given prediction block into transform blocks is represented
by the so-called residual quadtree (RQT). Figure 1 illustrates
an example, where transform blocks and their corresponding
RQTs are shown in dashed lines. Note that the transform
block size that corresponds to the root node of a given RQT
is identical to the size of the related prediction block, or
equivalently, the leaf of the prediction quadtree, to which the
RQT is associated.
For the purpose of mode decision or transmission of data
associated with each block, all CTBs of a given slice or
picture are traversed in raster scan order (left-to-right, topdown), and within each CTB, the subblocks are traversed
in depth-first order. In Figure 1, the prediction blocks are
traversed in alphabetical order. The transform blocks are
traversed once a leaf associated with a prediction block is
reached. Using depth-first traversal has the benefit that both
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the left neighboring block(s) and the top neighboring block(s)
are always encoded/transmitted before the current block. Thus,
the data already transmitted for these blocks can be used to
facilitate rate-constrained encoding of the current block such
as, e.g., for the purpose of motion vector prediction, merging
of prediction blocks, or context modeling in entropy coding.
IV. M OTION -C OMPENSATED P REDICTION
As in most hybrid video coding designs, in the presented
scheme a translational motion model is used for MCP. Thus,
each MCP block is associated with one or two sets of motion
parameters, where each set of motion parameters consists of
a picture reference index and a translational motion vector.
The prediction signal related to each set of motion parameters
is obtained by displacing an area of a previously decoded
reference picture selected by the reference index with the
displacement being specified by the motion vector. When a
MCP block is associated with two sets of motion parameters,
i.e., in the bi-predictive case, the prediction signal is obtained
as a superposition of the MCP signals that are generated using
the individual sets of motion parameters. Both components of a
motion vector are represented with the same fractional-sample
accuracy. The minimum admissible motion-vector accuracy
in our video coding scheme can be set to units of 2−n
the distance between luma samples, with the corresponding
parameter n ≥ 0 being signaled at the slice level. For the
generation of the results in Section XI, the motion vector
accuracy was kept fixed at quarter-sample precision.
A. Fractional-Sample Interpolation Using MOMS
Generating the prediction signal for motion vectors not
pointing to an integer-sample position requires the use of a
fractional-sample interpolation method. In order to achieve
a higher quality of the prediction signal, numerous improvements to the H.264/AVC fractional-sample interpolation
scheme [1] have been proposed, including adaptive interpolation filters as well as filters based on higher fractional-sample
accuracy [11], switched interpolation filters for each fractionalsample position [12], or filters with larger support such as
8-tap or 12-tap filters that better approximate the ideal sinc
interpolator.
Generalized interpolation using MOMS: In contrast to
these aforementioned methods, our fractional-sample interpolation scheme is based on a new conceptual approach in
approximation theory, so-called generalized interpolation [13].
According to this concept, families of maximal-order-minimalsupport (MOMS) basis functions have been introduced that are
asymptotically optimal in the sense of having smallest possible
support for a given L2 approximation order. This outstanding
behavior of MOMS functions, however, comes at the expense
of the interpolating property and thus requires an additional
prefiltering step for deriving the expansion coefficients.
Choice of MOMS basis functions: MOMS basis functions
are constructed as integer shifts of a piecewise polynomial
kernel function ϕ(x) of degree L with support of size L + 1,
which is the smallest achievable support for any generalized
interpolation function with approximation order of L + 1 [13].
For our application case of fractional-sample interpolation, we
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have considered two members of the family of so-called OMOMS (optimal MOMS) with interpolation kernels of degree
L = 3 (cubic) and L = 5 (quintic).
Implementation aspects of cubic and quintic O-MOMS:
The prefiltering step can be efficiently realized by separably
applying a discrete 1D infinite impulse response (IIR) filter
along rows and columns of the reconstructed picture. In
the case of cubic or quintic O-MOMS, this IIR filter can
be factorized into one or two sets of first-order causal and
anti-causal recursive filters, respectively. Subsequent to this
prefiltering stage, the actual interpolation is performed as
a separable application of a 1D FIR filter with 4 taps in
the cubic and 6 taps in the quintic case. Thus, in terms of
required multiplication operations per fractional sample, an
implementation of the cubic O-MOMS scheme including both
prefiltering and interpolation is equivalent to a conventional
8-tap FIR interpolation scheme, at least when neglecting any
symmetry of the filters involved. All filtering operations can
be implemented using 16-bit fixed-point arithmetic without
significant loss in coding efficiency. When compared to a
16-bit high-precision implementation of the H.264/AVC 6-tap
interpolation filter as, e.g., being considered in [12], average
bit rate savings of around 4% with maximum gains of up to
15% for individual test sequences have been achieved.
For more information on the specific aspect of fractionalsample interpolation in our video coding scheme, the reader
is referred to [14].
B. Interleaved Motion-Vector Prediction
In order to reduce the bit rate required for transmitting the
motion vectors, we have employed a novel concept in which
the prediction and coding of the components of a motion
vector is interleaved. According to this concept, in a first
step, the vertical motion vector component is predicted using
conventional median prediction (as in [1]), and the corresponding prediction residual, i.e., the difference between the actual
vertical component and its prediction, is coded. Then, only
those motion vectors of neighboring blocks for which the
absolute difference between their vertical component and the
vertical component for the current motion vector is minimized
are used for the prediction of the horizontal motion-vector
component. Interleaving the prediction of the motion-vector
components and the actual coding of related residuals in such
a way leads to an overall increased coding efficiency.
C. Merging of Motion-Compensated Predicted Blocks
Our concept of quadtree-based picture partitioning, as presented in Sec. III, is a flexible and computationally efficient
instrument for adapting prediction and residual coding to the
nonstationary statistical properties of the video signal.
However, in general, quadtree-based block partitioning may
result in an over-segmentation due to the fact that, without
any further provision, at each interior node of a quadtree,
four subblocks are generated while merging of blocks is
possible only by pruning complete branches consisting of at
least four child nodes in the parent-child relationship within a
quadtree. This suboptimal behavior has already been addressed
in [15], [16] by introducing strategies for joining, i.e., merging
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Fig. 2.
Left: Schematic representation of a current block X, its set of merging candidates {A, B}, and its causal neighborhood (gray shaded). Middle:
Cropped part (512 × 512) of a frame of the 1080p test sequence “Park Scene”. Right: Illustration of MCP blocks (black lines), merged regions of MCP blocks
(white lines), and intra-coded blocks (striped pattern) for the same cropped “Park Scene” content. With a chosen CTB size of 64 × 64, an area covering 64
CTBs is shown. Note that “Park Scene” contains a scene captured using a laterally from left to right moving camera and thus, the trees in the foreground, as
shown in the middle image, appear to be moving to the left while the background park scene between the trees appears to be (slightly) moving to the right.

spatially neighboring blocks with the same coding parameters,
even if they belong to different parent nodes in a tree-based
hierarchy. In the spirit of these approaches, we have extended
our quadtree-based picture partitioning by a block merging
process. In our proposed coding approach, however, only MCP
blocks are treated as candidates for merging and, in addition,
merging is allowed not only for neighboring MCP blocks
within a single prediction quadtree, i.e., within one single
CTB but also across CTB boundaries. Merging of MCP blocks
can also be considered as a generalization of the well-known
concept of “skip” and “direct” coding modes in H.264/AVC,
where the coding parameters of a given block are inferred
from those of neighboring blocks.
Block merging in our proposal considers the two directly
neighboring blocks of the top-left sample position in a given
block as possible merging candidates. In Figure 2 (left), an
illustrating example of such a situation is depicted, where
the current block to be encoded is denoted by “X” and the
neighboring candidate blocks for merging at the top and to
left of “X” are denoted by “A” and “B”, respectively. Note that
blocks A and B are part of the causal neighborhood of block
X such that the coding parameters for these blocks are already
available. As already noted, merging can only be performed
among MCP blocks and therefore, the set of available merging
candidates can be a proper subset of {A, B} (which may also
be true for blocks at picture/slice boundaries). When the set
of available merging candidates is not empty, i.e., when it
contains at least one MCP block, then it is signaled by the
use of the so-called merge flag whether the current block X
is to be merged with one block out of this set by inheriting
its motion parameters. If the merge flag indicates a merging
operation and the set of available merging candidates contains
exactly two blocks with different motion parameters, another
flag indicates whether merging is performed with block A or
B.
Figure 2 (right) shows the result of quadtree-based block
partitioning and merging for a selected picture of the test sequence “Park Scene”. It can be seen that the chosen prediction
quadtrees and corresponding prediction blocks (in black) as

well as the merged regions (in white) are quite well adapted
to the particular motion characteristics of the scene, as further
described in the caption of Figure 2.
V. S PATIAL I NTRA P REDICTION
In contrast to H.264/AVC, the set of available spatial intraprediction coding methods in our scheme does not depend on
the underlying block size or the specific component (luma or
chroma). For all prediction block sizes, eight directional intraprediction modes and one additional averaging (DC) mode are
available. These modes are straightforward generalizations of
the related intra-prediction modes for 4 × 4 luma blocks in
H.264/AVC.
In addition, an adaptive smoothing operation using the third
order binomial filter can be applied to the reference samples
before calculating the prediction signal. The application of
this so-called adaptive smoothing of intra prediction signals
is determined by the encoder and signaled in the bitstream by
a separate flag for each intra-coded prediction block.
VI. VARIABLE B LOCK -S IZE S PATIAL T RANSFORMS AND
Q UANTIZATION
As already described in Sec. III, each prediction block can
be further subdivided for the purpose of transform coding with
the subdivision being determined by the corresponding RQT.
Transform block sizes in the range of 4 × 4 to 64 × 64 for
the luma component and correspondingly scaled block sizes
for both chroma components are supported. Note, however,
that within these limits the maximum admissible RQT depth
is variable and can be either signaled on a sequence parameter
level, or can be constrained further by the use of appropriate
profile or level limits. The transform kernel for each supported
transform block size is given by a separable integer approximation of the 2D DCT-II (type-II Discrete Cosine Transform)
of the corresponding block size.
The main idea for supporting variable block-size transforms
is to adapt the transform to the varying space-frequency
characteristics of the residual signal. DCT basis functions of
larger spatial support (i.e., larger block size) provide a better
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frequency resolution than those having small spatial support,
whereas the latter have a better spatial resolution than the
former. Trading off both aspects is the specific task of the
encoder control and will be described in more detail in Sec. X.
For the quantization of transform coefficients, we have used
uniform-reconstruction quantizers (URQs) similar to those
specified in H.264/AVC [17]. As in H.264/AVC, for each
picture/slice, one of 52 possible quantizer step size scaling
factors is selected by using a quantization parameter (QP),
and for each increment of six in the value of QP, there is a
doubling in quantization step size.
In the encoder, the actual quantization is performed by using
a method of rate-distortion optimized quantization (RDOQ)
which is similar to [18] and to the Joint Model (JM) implementation, version 15 (and above) [19].
VII. I NTERNAL B IT D EPTH I NCREASE
The internal bit depth di for generating the prediction signal
for both intra prediction and MCP as well as for generating the
reconstructed residual signal are increased relative to the given
bit depth do of luma and chroma samples of the original input
video signal. For that, the input samples and the samples of the
reference pictures for MCP are left-shifted by ds = di − do ,
and the increased internal bit depth di is retained until the
reconstructed pictures are fed into the in-loop filtering process.
For that, the reconstructed signal samples are right-shifted
by ds . This implies in particular that the reference pictures
as output of the in-loop filtering are stored with do bits.
An internal bit depth of di = 14 bits was chosen. Note that
test video material of the CfP was provided with do = 8 bits
input sample precision for both luma and chroma component.
VIII. I N -L OOP F ILTERING
Our proposed video coding scheme utilizes two types of
cascaded in-loop filters: a deblocking filter and a subsequently
applied quadtree-based, separable 2D Wiener filter. While
the former is intended to deal with blocking artifacts in
the reconstructed pictures, the latter mainly aims at reducing
additional quantization noise in the output of the deblocking
filter. Both types of filter are highly adaptive, and they are
both applied within the coding loop with the output of the final
filtering stage being stored in the reference picture buffer.
A. Deblocking Filter
The deblocking filter is a straightforward extension of the
one specified in H.264/AVC. The filtering operations are
applied to samples at block boundaries of the reconstructed
signal in the same way as in H.264/AVC with the only
modification being an extension of the filtering process to
larger transform blocks. The derivation of filter strength as well
as the transmission of filter parameters is performed exactly
as in H.264/AVC.
B. Quadtree-Based Separable 2D Wiener Filter
Subsequent to the application of the deblocking filter, a
separable 2D Wiener filter is applied to selected regions of
its output. Regions to which the Wiener filter is applied are
represented by individual quadtree structures. The application
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of nonseparable, quadtree-based 2D Wiener filters in the
context of video coding has already been proposed in [20].
The quadtree-based Wiener filter as part of our proposed video
coding approach, is designed as a separable filter with the
advantage of providing a better trade-off in computational cost
vs. rate-distortion (R-D) performance compared to nonseparable Wiener filters [21].
For the derivation of the filter coefficients cn of the Wiener
filter c, the unique solution of the Wiener-Hopf equation
Rrr · c = rrs is calculated, where Rrr denotes the estimated
autocorrelation matrix of the reconstructed signal r(x, y) and
rrs denotes the estimated cross-correlation vector between
r(x, y) and the original signal s(x, y). Note, however, that due
to our separable approach, this derivation process is applied
twice. First, the vertical filter coefficients cvn are calculated and
then, after applying the vertical Wiener filter, the horizontal
filter coefficients chn are derived, based on the output of the vertically filtered signal. The lengths of the vertical and horizontal
filter are chosen from the set {3,5,7,9,11} by minimizing
the Lagrangian R-D cost functional D + λR and taking into
account the rate for transmission of the filter coefficients cvn
and chn , respectively.
Given an initial set of estimated filter coefficients, a
quadtree-based block partitioning is derived by using a simple tree-pruning strategy based on the Lagrangian R-D cost
functional. Then, given the R-D optimal partitioning, the filter
coefficients are re-estimated by adapting them to the blocks
which have been marked for filtering. The steps of filter
redesign and re-partitioning can be iterated with the jointly
R-D optimized result being finally applied and signaled to the
decoder. Note that within our proposed filtering approach, the
option of estimating and signaling two independent quadtreebased partitionings for vertical and horizontal filtering is
supported [21].
IX. E NTROPY C ODING
For entropy coding, a variation of CABAC [22] is employed.
Binarization and context modeling are basically the same as in
CABAC of H.264/AVC, except from a few modifications and
additions as further explained below. However, the actual coding of binary decisions, so-called bins, is based on the novel
concept of probability interval partitioning entropy (PIPE)
coding that has been introduced in order to support parallelized
implementations of entropy encoding and decoding as well
as for decreasing the computational cost of entropy decoding
[23], [24].
Other approaches to entropy coding with some degree
of similarity to PIPE coding were presented in [25], [26],
[27], [28]. As a major conceptual difference to these related
papers, we are introducing and making use of the probability
interval partitioning principle, which allows a decoupling of
probability modeling and actual coding and thus, has some
important implications in terms of applicability. For instance,
without using that principle, the design and application of
a large number of sets with individually tuned prefix code
tables (see Sec. IX-A above) may be required. Typically, this
number will be at least as large as the number of different
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TABLE I
V2V CODE EXAMPLE FOR A PROBABILITY OF p = 0.25. N OTE THAT IN
THE BIN SEQUENCE COLUMN , “0” REPRESENTS THE MORE PROBABLE
BIN , WHILE “1” REPRESENTS THE LESS PROBABLE BIN .

Fig. 3.

Overview of the PIPE coding structure.

probability states that are used by the probability estimation
process, which, e.g., in the case of CABAC is equal to 64
[22].
A. Probability Interval Partitioning Entropy Coding
In Figure 3, the basic PIPE coding concept is illustrated.
When a syntax element or symbol does not already represent
a binary syntax element, it is first binarized, i.e., it is mapped
onto a sequence of bins. For each bin a context is selected.
A context represents a (binary) probability model for a class
of bins; it is characterized by the probability and the value
of the less probable bin (LPB). As in H.264/AVC, the LPB
probability is represented by one out of 64 states. At the
beginning of the encoding/decoding of a slice, the probability
models are initialized using fixed values (as in CABAC of
H.264/AVC). Then, after encoding/decoding a bin with a
particular model, the probability and LPB value of the model
is updated. The probability model update, i.e., the probability
estimation process is the same as in CABAC of H.264/AVC.
The association of a bin with a context model is also similar as
in CABAC of H.264/AVC. It depends on the syntax element,
the bin number, and, for some bins, the values of neighboring
syntax elements.
With the binarization and association of bins with context
models being basically the same as in CABAC of H.264/AVC,
the main difference is given by the step of transforming bin
into bits and vice versa. Instead of directly applying a binary
arithmetic coder to the bins as in CABAC of H.264/AVC,
the estimated LPB probabilities are quantized, i.e., they are
mapped onto a small number K of LPB probability intervals.
For each of these K probability intervals a separate bin
encoder/decoder (bin codec) is operated. In our implementation, we use K = 12 probability intervals and thus 12
separate bin codecs. Each bin codec operates at a fixed LPB
probability, which can be considered as the representative
probability for an LPB interval. The selection of a bin codec
is implemented via a look-up table that associates each of
the 64 state indices for the LPB probability with a unique
bin codec. Hence, the 64 states that are used for estimating
the LPB probability of a context model are mapped onto 12
probability intervals, for each of which a separate bin codec
is operated. For bin encoders and decoders, two alternatives
have been implemented as follows.
PIPE Coding Using Arithmetic Codes: In a first PIPE
coding version, the K bin encoders and decoders represent
binary arithmetic encoding and decoding engines, respectively,
which are similar to the M coder used in CABAC [22].
The corresponding K arithmetic codewords are written to

bin sequence
0 00
0 111110
0 1100
0 1010
0 11100
0 111100
0 1000

probability for bin seq.
0.251 = 0.2500
5
0.75
= 0.2373
0.752 · 0.251 = 0.1406
0.752 · 0.251 = 0.1406
0.753 · 0.251 = 0.1055
0.754 · 0.251 = 0.0791
0.751 · 0.252 = 0.0469

codeword
0 100
0 110
0 0010
0 0100
0 0110
0 00000
0 00010

different partitions of the bitstream with the corresponding
partitioning information being transmitted in the slice header.
An obvious advantage of this approach is that this way, binary
arithmetic decoding can be parallelized. For instance, when
operating all of the K arithmetic decoding engines in parallel,
the corresponding sequences of bins can be written into K
separate bin buffers. The remaining entropy decoding process
can then simply read the bins from the corresponding bin
buffers without the need to wait until a bin is arithmetically
decoded before proceeding with the next bin.
PIPE Coding Using V2V Codes: A second version of PIPE
coding uses prefix codes. For that, a variable number of
bins is mapped onto variable-length codewords (also denoted
as variable-to-variable (V2V) codes) and vice versa. As an
example, Table I shows a V2V code that was designed for a
representative LPB probability of p = 0.25 with the constraint
of considering up to 8 leaf nodes, i.e., codeword entries in
the corresponding V2V table. Note that, in general, it is
possible to get closer to the entropy limit when the V2V
table size is increased. The V2V code as shown in Table I
has a redundancy of only 0.44% relative to the entropy limit
for the corresponding probability. In order to minimize the
redundancy of the overall design, the probability interval
partitioning and the V2V codes can be jointly optimized [24].
The partial bitstreams that are generated by the two versions
of bin encoders can be written to different partitions of a
bitstream or they can be interleaved into a single bitstream.
Both PIPE coding versions have similar coding efficiency.
For the generation of our CfP submitted bitstreams, the first
version, i.e., the arithmetic coding based version of PIPE
was used. Note, however, that lossless transcoding between
the bitstreams of both PIPE versions was possible without
exceeding the target bit rates given in the CfP [5].
B. Context Modeling Scheme for Larger Transform Blocks
CABAC transform coefficient coding was originally designed for 4 × 4 blocks and has been extended to 8 × 8
transform blocks in the specification of the H.264/AVC High
Profiles. For transform block sizes greater than 8 × 8, we have
extended the original CABAC context modeling scheme by
taking into account specific observations we have made when
analyzing the statistics of larger transform blocks [29]. The
main elements of this extended context modeling scheme can
be summarized as follows.
Context models for the syntax element indicating significant, i.e., nonzero transform coefficient levels are selected
based on already coded values for neighboring transform
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coefficients. Furthermore, the significance map is coded using
a backward-adaptive scanning pattern. For coding absolute
values of transform coefficient levels, transform blocks larger
than 4 × 4 are partitioned into 4 × 4 subblocks and for each of
these subblocks a set of context models is selected based on
the absolute values of already transmitted 4 × 4 subblocks of
the same transform block. The context modeling inside such
a 4 × 4 subblock is the same as in the original CABAC. For
more details, the reader is referred to [29].
X. E NCODER C ONTROL
When configured like H.264/AVC, i.e., with a chosen CTB
size of 16 × 16 and a maximum prediction quadtree depth
D = 2, the encoder control of the presented video coding
scheme is (at least in terms of computational complexity) comparable to that used in the JM or JSVM implementation [19],
[30]. This is true, even though H.264/AVC, in contrast to our
quadtree-based approach, has many restrictions about what
combinations of block sizes and prediction modes are allowed
for a 16 × 16 macroblock and how the residual may be
subdivided for transform coding. Since this kind of ad-hoc
limitations do not exist in the presented video coding approach,
in principle, a large number of admissible combinations can
be tested for obtaining further R-D improvements. Note that,
e.g., the number of possible partitionings for prediction alone
D−1
exceeds 24
and thus, for a more realistic configuration with
an CTB size of 64×64 and D = 4, more than 264 partitionings
need to be considered for selecting the optimal one. At least
for this example, a brute force exhaustive search is clearly not
feasible.
A. Application of a Fast Optimal Tree Pruning Algorithm
Fortunately, the problem of finding the optimal partition can
be efficiently solved by application of a fast optimal tree search
algorithm, also known as G-BFOS algorithm (generalized
version of an algorithm introduced by Breiman, Friedman,
Olshen, and Stone) [31], [32]. The G-BFOS algorithm can
be briefly summarized as follows.
In a first step, a full tree is grown by starting from root and
populating each node up to some pre-defined depth. Then,
in a second, recursively performed step, a pruning decision
is made at each internal node starting from the parent nodes
of the leaves at the bottom and moving up to the root of
the tree. Given a cost functional J (with certain properties
as specified in [31]), pruning at a parent P
node is performed
whenever the criterion J(parent node) ≤ J(child node) is
fulfilled; otherwise, the sum of the costs of its child nodes, i.e.,
the value of the right-hand side of the inequality is assigned
to the left-hand side J(parent node). The recursion terminates
after the pruning decision at the root node is completed, and
the resulting pruned tree is the optimal subtree in terms of
minimum cost, which is obtained as J(root node). Note that
the application of the G-BFOS algorithm requires only as
much pruning decisions as given by the number of internal
nodes of a tree, which, e.g., for the above mentioned prediction
quadtree of maximum depth D = 4 amounts to 53 pruning
decisions for selecting the optimal partition out of more than
264 partitions.
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Being equipped with the G-BFOS algorithm, our proposed
encoder control process performs the task of finding the best
coded representation of a given CTB in the sense of minimizing the Lagrangian R-D cost functional J = D + λR over all
possible choices of prediction modes for all prediction block
sizes and all corresponding transform block sizes. According
to the nested structure of prediction quadtree and residual
quadtrees of an CTB, this process requires a nested and
intertwined application of the G-BFOS algorithm as follows.
B. Mode Decision Process
At the heart of our encoder control is the well-known
mode decision process for deriving a prediction and residual
coding mode for a given prediction block of fixed size [33].
In principle, this process is similar to that of the JM or JSVM,
where out of a set P of competitive coded representations of
the given block, the R-D optimal one is selected by minimizing
the Lagrangian cost functional D(p) + λQP · R(p) over all
p ∈ P . Note that the parameter λQP , as indicated by the
subscript, was derived by using a fixed relationship between
λ and the QP [34], [35]. The main distinction as compared
to the JM/JSVM is given by the fact that for each prediction
mode to be evaluated, the following residual quadtree pruning
process is invoked.
C. Residual Quadtree Pruning Process
Embedded into the mode decision process, the residual
quadtree pruning process derives the R-D optimal residual
quadtree by application of the G-BFOS algorithm. Given a
residual signal for a fixed prediction mode and corresponding
prediction block size, the G-BFOS algorithm first generates
a full tree of transform blocks with the maximum transform
block size being determined by the given prediction block
size and the minimum transform block size being given per
sequence. Based on the Lagrangian R-D cost functional, the
bottom-up pruning process, as described in Sec. X-A, then
generates the optimal partitioning into transform blocks of
potentially varying size. Note that the underlying assumption
that the bit rate spent for encoding a particular transform
block is independent of other transform blocks is not fully
justified. Due to context modeling and probability estimation,
neighboring blocks do have an influence on each other, though
these effects are typically marginal.
It is also worth noting that this process of selecting optimal
DCT basis functions of variable size is conceptually similar
to the well-known best basis algorithm for generating optimal
signal-adapted time/space-frequency tilings [36].
D. Prediction Quadtree Pruning Process
The all-embracing process of our encoder control is given by
the prediction quadtree pruning process. Based on the outcome
of the mode decision process for each admissible prediction
block size, the R-D optimal quadtree-based subdivision of a
CTB into prediction blocks is determined by applying the
bottom-up G-BFOS pruning algorithm for the given CTB size
and prediction quadtree depth D. Note that due to reasons
already explained in Sec. III, the prediction quadtree is grown
by traversing in depth-first order.
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ParkJoy
PeopleOnStreet
Traffic
Basketball
BQTerrace
Cactus
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90%
80%
encoding time

70%
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TABLE II
AVERAGED BD RATE SAVINGS ( IN PERCENTAGE ) RELATIVE TO THE
H.264/AVC HP ANCHORS AT CS 1 AND CS 2 TEST CONDITIONS .
Class
A
(2560x1600)

50%

40%

B1
(1920x1080)

30%
20%
10%
0%
0%

1%

2%
3%
bit rate overhead

4%

Fig. 4. Trade-off between encoding time and bit rate overhead in percentage
relative to that of the R-D optimal result by applying the early termination
strategy with different choices of thresholds for a set of 1080p test sequences.

B2
(1920x1080)

C
(832x480)

E. Early Termination Strategy
In practice, it is often desirable to trade-off computational
complexity and R-D performance in a flexible and configurable
way. To this end, we have combined the G-BFOS-based top-tobottom tree-growing stage with an early termination strategy.
During the depth-first tree-growing stage of the prediction
quadtree pruning process, as described in Sec. X-D, the
following abort criterion is applied to each prediction block,
i.e., each node of the prediction quadtree. If the absolute values
of all transform coefficients (before quantization) of the nonsubdivided representation of the residual signal are below a
threshold Tsub and are quantized to zero, no further subdivision of this node of the prediction quadtree is generated.
In addition to this abort criterion for the prediction quadtree
growing process, a further early termination rule was implemented for the prediction mode decision process. According
to that rule, the MCP mode is tested generally before testing
the intra-prediction modes. Then, if the absolute values of all
transform coefficients (before quantization) for MCP are below
a threshold Tmode and are quantized to zero, no further testing
of intra-prediction modes is performed.
With the choice of the two thresholds Tsub and Tmode , the
trade-off between encoder complexity (in terms of run time)
and R-D performance can be continuously adjusted. For the
results of Section XI, we have controlled both thresholds by a
simple linear relationship with the QP. This led to sub-optimal
R-D results with an average increase in bit rate of around
2–3%, but with a notable decrease in encoder run time of
70–85%. An example for demonstrating this behavior when
applied to a set of 1080p test sequences is depicted in Figure 4.
XI. C ODING C ONDITIONS AND R ESULTS
In the CfP [6], two sets of coding conditions with different
constraints are defined. A random access case, denoted as
constraint set 1 (CS 1) and a low delay case, denoted as
constraint set 2 (CS 2). For CS 1, the structural delay is limited
to 8 pictures with random access intervals not exceeding 1.1
sec. According to those constraints, we used for the generation
of our submitted CS 1 bitstreams a hierarchical B picture
coding structure [37] with 4 layers and a corresponding intra
frame period. For CS 2, a structural delay is not allowed
and random access capabilities are not required. Hence, we

D
(416x240)

E
(1280x720)

Sequence
Traffic
People
Average
Kimono
ParkScene
Average
Cactus
BasketballDrive
BQTerrace
Average
BasketballDrill
BQMall
PartyScene
RaceHorses
Average
BasketballPass
BQSquare
BlowingBubbles
RaceHorses
Average
Vidyo 1
Vidyo 3
Vidyo 4
Average
Total Average

BD Rate
CS 1 [%]
-27.92
-17.92
-22.92
-38.30
-24.28
-31.29
-29.22
-35.97
-41.92
-35.70
-31.88
-29.71
-28.09
-29.67
-29.84
-21.97
-43.96
-23.60
-19.64
-27.29
n/a
n/a
n/a
n/a
-29.60

BD Rate
CS 2 [%]
n/a
n/a
n/a
-38.11
-20.85
-29.84
-23.43
-34.42
-31.45
-29.77
-14.74
-31.45
-16.55
-22.39
-21.28
-14.38
-13.68
-7.44
-14.23
-12.43
-28.49
-22.58
-28.65
-26.57
-22.68

used hierarchical P frames without picture reordering for our
submitted CS 2 bitstreams with only one intra picture at
the beginning of each sequence. For both constraint sets, we
configured our encoder to operate with a fixed CTB size of
64 × 64 (for luma) and a maximum prediction quadtree depth
of D = 4.
For motion estimation and temporal layer dependent QP
scaling (i.e., QP cascading), our encoder was configured in
a way comparable to the JM encoder for generating the
H.264/AVC conforming anchor bitstreams, as specified in [6].
A. Objective Performance
Table II shows averaged bit rate savings for each of our CS 1
and CS 2 related bitstreams, as submitted to the CfP, relative
to the H.264/AVC High Profile (HP) anchors [6]. For each of
the test sequences, the averaged bit rate savings are obtained
as mean of the Bjøntegaard delta (BD) bit rate values [38] for
the upper four and lower four out of a total of five rate points.
Overall, significant objective gains in terms of average 29.6%
BD rate savings for CS 1 and 22.7% BD rate savings for CS 2
relative to the H.264/AVC HP anchors have been achieved. In
general, the dominant part of these gains can be attributed to
the structural design elements of this proposal, which are given
by the quadtree-based block partitioning concept for improved
prediction and residual coding as well as the block merging
scheme for efficient region-based motion representation.
In a set of additional coding simulations, we have evaluated
the intra-only coding performance of our proposed video
scheme by using the two well-known grayscale test images
“Lena” and “Barbara”. As a reference, we have used the
JM configured to produce H.264/AVC HP bitstreams in intraonly coding mode and the Kakadu software (version 5.1) for
JPEG2000, Part 1 [39]. The JM encoder was operated in a
configuration similar to the one used for the H.264/AVC HP
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Fig. 5. R-D performance in terms of bits per pixel (bpp) vs. PSNR (in dB)
for intra-only coding using the popular grayscale test images “Lena” and
“Barbara”, both with 512 × 512 pixels. The three upper R-D curves are
related to “Lena” and the 3 lower curves belong to “Barbara”. Comparison is
made between the proposed video scheme, H.264/AVC HP, and JPEG2000.
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B. Subjective Performance
All 27 submitted proposals to the CfP were evaluated in
a subjective test together with two H.264/AVC HP anchors,
denoted as “Alpha” (satisfying CS 1) and “Beta” (satisfying
CS 2), and an additional “Gamma” anchor satisfying CS 2 and
conforming to H.264/AVC Constrained Baseline Profile. The
corresponding results have been published in [40]. Figure 6
shows the results of those tests for the proposed video coding
scheme in comparison to the particular anchors. The bars
in both diagrams illustrate the average Mean Opinion Score
(MOS) for each test class with separate diagrams for CS 1
and CS 2. On the top of each bar, the related 95% confidence
intervals are shown.
It can be seen that the proposed coding scheme achieved significantly higher scores than the anchors, typically with higher
gains at higher resolutions. Except for the low-resolution test
class D, the average gain on the doubled MOS scale is in the
range of 1.4–2.5, meaning an average increase in perceived
quality of roughly one ordinary MOS value relative to the
Alpha and Beta anchors. Overall, the proposed video coder
was among the best rated proposals in the subjective tests [7],
[40].

C. Computational Complexity
As a rough measure of computational complexity, the encoding and decoding time has been measured for both our
implementation and the JM software using the same hardware
platform. By averaging over all rate points of all CS 1 and
CS 2 bitstreams, we obtained a factor of around 4 in encoding
time relative to JM version 16.2 and roughly a factor of 3–4
in decoding time relative to JM version 17.0 .
XII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented our proposed video compression design
for the next-generation video coding standard. Its most notable
features are given by a flexible partitioning for prediction and
residual coding, a block merging process for efficient regionbased motion modeling, a highly efficient fractional sample
interpolation method, a computationally efficient adaptive inloop filter, and a conceptually new approach to entropy coding.
A PPENDIX
Fig. 6. Subjective test results in terms of average MOS values for different
D
OWNLOADABLE R ESOURCES R ELATED TO THIS PAPER
resolutions. Comparison of results related to CS 1 (top) and CS 2 (bottom).
The JCT-VC document [5] describing the video coding technology related to this paper is publicly availanchors and the JPEG2000 Kakadu software was used with able and can be downloaded (together with all other JCTthe default encoding options for maximizing the R-D perfor- VC documents) at http://wftp3.itu.int/av-arch/jctvc-site in the
mance. The proposed video coding scheme was configured to ”2010 04 A Dresden” folder. Note that the archive file
be operated in intra-only coding mode with the same CTB ”JCTVC-A116.zip” contains also software, configuration files,
parameters as described above.
and further material of the CfP submission related to this
The results of these intra-only coding simulations are shown paper. All cited VCEG and JVT documents are also publicly
in the R-D diagram of Figure 5. While JM-based H.264/AVC available and can be downloaded at http://wftp3.itu.int/av-arch
HP and Kakadu-based JPEG2000 are performing on a compa- in the ”video-site” and ”jvt-site” folder, respectively.
rable R-D level, the presented intra coding shows significant
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